Designed By: Sandra L. Hatch and Connie Rand
Finished Quilt Size: 65½" x 77"
Finished Block Size: 10" x 10"
Number of Blocks: 20
CUTTING DIRECTIONS

WOF = width of fabric from selvage to selvage.

27026 T - Coral Circle
• Cut (8) 2½” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (120) 2½” squares.

27026 E - Cream Circle
• Cut (7) 6½” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (98) 2½” x 6½” rectangles.
• Cut (2) 2” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (30) 2” sashing squares.
• Cut (6) 2” x WOF strips for borders.

27028 R - Rust Leaf Print
• Cut (7) 2½” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (98) 2½” squares.
• Cut (7) 2” x WOF strips for borders.

27027 T - Rust Stripe
• Cut (13) 2” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (49) 2” x 10½” sashing strips.
• Cut (2) 2” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (22) 2” x 2½” border rectangles.

27024 J - Black Print
• Cut (7) 2¼” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (98) 2½” squares.
• Cut (8) 2¼” x WOF binding strips.

27023 X - Gold Floral
• Cut (4) 6½” x WOF strips. Recut strips into (20) 6½” squares for block centers.
• Cut (7) 4½” x WOF strips for outer borders.

BACKING
• Cut (2) 85” x WOF strips.

NOTE: Use a ¼” seam allowance for all stitching unless otherwise indicated.

COMPLETING BLOCK A

1. Draw a line from corner to corner on the wrong side of each 2½” rust leaf print square.
2. Place a marked square right sides together on each end of a 2½’’ x 6½’’ cream rectangle and stitch on the marked lines. Trim ¼’’ beyond the stitched lines and press the rust pieces to the right side to complete a rust side unit. Repeat to make 49 rust side units. Set aside 9 units for outer sashing strips.

3. To complete 1 Block A, select (1) 6½’’ square gold floral, (4) 2½’’ squares coral circle and 4 rust side units.

4. Sew a rust side unit to opposite sides of the 6½’’ square to make the center row. Press seams toward the square.

5. Sew a 2½’’ coral circle square to each end of each remaining rust side unit. Press seams toward the squares. Sew these units to the top and bottom of the center row to complete 1 Block A. Press seams toward the center row.

6. Repeat steps 3–5 to complete a total of 10 Block A’s.

Completing Block B

1. Repeat steps 1 and 2 of Completing Block A using the 2½’’ black print squares to make 49 black side units blocks. Set aside 9 units for outer sashing strips.

2. Repeat steps 3–5 of Completing Block A using the black side units to complete a total of 10 Block B’s.
Completing the Quilt

*Note: Refer to the Quilt Diagram as needed.*

1. Arrange and join 2 each Block A's and Block B's with (5) 2" x 10½" rust stripe sashing strips. Press seams toward the sashing strips. Sew a 2½" coral circle square to each end of a black side unit and a rust side unit. Press seams toward the squares. Add the black side unit to the Block A end and the rust side unit to the Block B end to complete 1 block row. Press seams toward the sashing strips. Repeat to make 5 block rows.

2. Join (4) 2" x 10½" rust stripe strips with (5) 2" cream circle squares and add a 2" x 2½" rust stripe rectangle to each end to make a sashing row. Press seams away from the cream squares. Repeat to make 6 sashing rows.

3. Join the block rows and the sashing rows, turning every other block row and beginning and ending with a sashing row, to complete the pieced center. Press seams toward the sashing rows.

4. Sew a 2½" coral circle square to opposite sides of a 2" x 2½" rust stripe rectangle to make a border unit. Press seams away from the squares. Repeat to make 10 border units.

5. Join 2 each black and rust side units with 5 border units to make the pieced top border strip. Repeat to make the bottom strip. Press seams toward the border units. Sew these strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center. Press seams toward the sashing rows.

6. Join the 2" cream circle strips on the short ends to make 1 long strip. Press seams open. Recut the strip into 2 strips each 2" x 63½" and 2" x 55". Sew the 63½" strips to opposite long sides and the 54½" strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center. Press seams toward the strips.

7. Repeat step 6 with the 2" rust leaf print strips and cut 2 strips each 2" x 66½" and 2" x 58". Sew the 66½" strips to opposite long sides and the 58" strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center. Press seams toward the strips.

8. Repeat step 6 with the 4½" gold floral strips and cut 2 strips each 4½" x 69½" and 4½" x 66". Sew the 69½" strips to opposite long sides and the 66" strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center to complete the quilt top. Press seams toward the strips.

9. Join the 2½"-wide black print binding strips on the short ends with diagonal seams, trim seams to ¼" and press open to make a long strip. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along the length and press to make a double-layered binding.

10. Remove the selvage edges from the backing rectangles and join along the 85" edges using a ½" seam allowance. Press seam open. Trim to make a 74" x 85" backing rectangle.
11. Layer the quilt top with the backing rectangle and a 74" x 85" piece of batting. Pin or baste to hold. Quilt as desired. Trim batting and backing even with the top.

12. Bind the edges using your favorite method and the prepared binding strip to complete the quilt.